Sunday, December 11, 2022 | 6:30 PM
Houston Ballet Orchestra conducted by Simon Thew
Stage Manager: Eli Walker

CLARA Tyler Donatelli
DROSSELMAYER Christopher Coomer
SUGAR PLUM FAIRY Sarah Lane*
NUTCRACKER PRINCE Ryo Kato

ACT I
Dr. Stahlbaum Riley McMurray
Mrs. Stahlbaum Bridget Kuhns
Louise Jacquelyn Long
Fritz Eric Best
Heinz Griffin Koehl
Harlequin Henrique Barbosa
Columbine Madison Russo
Soldier Samuel Rodriguez
Vivandere Rafaela Henrique
Sugar Plum Doll Mackenzie Richter
Good Prince Doll Jack Wolff
Evil King Doll Simone Acri
Rat King Doll Neal Burks
Nutcracker Naazir Muhammad
Rat King Eric Best
Snow Queen Bridget Kuhns
Flurries Yumiko Fukuda, Alyssa Springer,
Mackenzie Richter, Aoi Fujiwara

INTERMESSION

ACT II
Sugar Plum Steward Ryan Williams
Spanish Aaron Daniel Sharratt
Arabian Soo Youn Cho
Chinese Yumiko Fukuda
Russian Chandler Dalton
Danish Mackenzie Richter
English Henrique Barbosa
French Elivelton Tomazi
Lead Flowers Jacquelyn Long, Bridget Kuhns,
Chae Eun Yang, Alyssa Springer
Samuel Rodriguez, Naazir Muhammad,
Syvert Lorenz Garcia, Luzemberg Santana

*Guest Artist
Casting subject to change. Once the performance begins, there is no re-entry.